
 

 

 

October 2021 Thunder events  

 

Overview: 

Although there was a fair amount of anticyclonic weather during the middle period of this 

month, three very unsettled spells (during the opening few days, towards the end of the third 

week and again in the last week) resulted in a wet or very wet October for many. Thunder 

was confined to these disturbed spells, and even then it was only moderately widespread on 

one day, the 20
th

. Indeed, few places reported more than a single day with thunder this month. 

 

1
st
: A deep depression was centred northwest of Scotland, with associated fronts crossing the 

UK to clear the east coast around dusk. Troughs in a strong WSW airflow affected northern 

Scotland later and here showers became frequent, with thunder in parts of the Inner Hebrides 

and adjacent parts of the mainland.  

 

2
nd

: Further isolated thunder occurred during the early morning in showers around some 

northwestern coasts, before a developing (and complex) new area of low pressure brought 

more widespread periods of rain northwards over the UK. 

 

3
rd

: Low presure had consolidated into a deep depression situated over Shetland by 0600 

UTC and this continued to deepen as it moved slowly northwards. Further showery troughs 

crossed the UK in the polar maritime, westerly airstream and there was isolated thunder.  

 

4
th

: The unstable airstream had backed more southwesterly, while a major upper trough 

moved in across Ireland and the western UK. There was thunder in parts of the western 

Midlands during the middle of the day, eastern England (mostly Lincolnshire) in the 

afternoon and along the coasts of southeast England in the evening. A severe squall or 

possible tornado damaged buildings at Walsgrave, Coventry. 

 

5
th

: Another shallower depression had moved northeast across north Wales and northern 

England overnight, with a very active occluding frontal system affecting southern England. 

The depression became slow moving over the North Sea on the 5
th

 with ‘wrapped round’ 

fronts continuing to affect northeast England and southeast Scotland until daybreak on the 6
th

. 

Here, periods of heavy rain were accompanied by brief incidences of thunder in the Durham 

area during the late morning and early afternoon. 

 

20
th

: Overnight 19
th

-20
th

, an active, waving cold front was swiftly followed by a small frontal 

low which crossed the Irish Sea and then northern England with very unstable returning 

maritime polar air on its southern flank. Meanwhile, a broad and deep upper trough extended 

south across Ireland and the western UK. Some thunder affected the southeast coast of 

Ireland overnight, while there was considerable thunder in the early hours from Bodmin 

Moor and east Conwall east-northeastwards to Somerset (and locally into the southwest 

English Midlands). Later, several pulses of thundery activity accompanied showers over 

central and eastern England during the afternoon, with an especially lively band of activity 

evident from Herefordshire ENE across the central Midlands to The Wash. A tornado caused 

damage at Widnes, Cheshire. 

 



As much colder air surface reached Scotland behind a cold front, a small but intense and 

twin-centred depression tracked along the south coast of England overnight 20
th

-21
st
. 

Widespread heavy rain affected southern England with a brief outbreak of thunder over 

Sussex.  

 

25th: A showery WSW airstream covered the UK and there was isolated thunder in north 

Kent. 

 

29
th

: A new, deepening secondary depression tracked northwards from near Scilly to 

Anglesey overnight 28
th

-29
th

 and continued north-northeastwards to be near Edinburgh at 

1200 UTC on the 29
th

. 

A further occlusion, ahead of a major, sharpening upper trough, moved into Ireland and the 

southwest of the UK during the evening. Considerable thunder occurred around the coasts of 

west and south Cornwall with some overhead activity making landfall in the west. 

 

30
th

: The above occlusion also gave overnight thunder along parts of the south Wales coast. 

 

31
st
: A deepening depression moved into Ireland overnight 30

th
-31

st
. A very active, occluding 

frontal system carried heavy rain, accompanied by locally damaging squalls (and even a few 

minor tornadoes), eastwards over southern and central England. As the depression drifted 

north-northeast into Scotland, ‘wrapped around’ fronts brought further spells of rain and 

showers to many northern and western areas, with isolated thunder (and further squally 

winds) near the west Wales coast. 

 

These reports are based on observations and sferics with  

supportive evidence from radar. Sincere thanks are due to  

observations recorded by COL members (further details can  

be found in the Daily station notes section of the October bulletin).  

Acknowledgement is also due to the TORRO members  

forum and the Netweather and Blitzortung web sites. 
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